Abstract. Linear ordinary differential operators with meromorphic coefficients at zero are studied. It is well known that in the case when zero is a regular or regular singular point then fundamental system of solutions consists of convergent series of the Taylor type. On the other hand in the case of irregular singular point power series solution, in general, does not converge; however it can be asymptotically sum up in sectors to an exact solution. The aim of the paper is to show that for a class of operators with irregular singular point the fundamental system of solutions can be found in a form of convergent Laurent type series of a Gevrey order. Under suitable conditions the convergence of the approximation scheme for a functional equation
be a linear operator with meromorphic coefficients at zero. Multiplying a'(x), i = 0,.. . ,n by x n /a n (x) we can assume that Note also that P can be written in the form
We denote by KP the Katz invariant of P i.e. the smallest K > 0 such that there are no points of Mp below the line {(i, j) : j = n(i -ra)}. If k = Kp -0 i.e. there are no points of Afp below the characteristic level then zero is regular or regular singular point for P. In the other case it is called irregular singular point. We have the well known THEOREM (Fuchs, [H] with some q M 6 No for fi = 0,1,..., m.
In the case of an irregular singular point the Fuchs theorem is no longer true. However there exist formal power series solutions of Pu = f (cf. [T] ) they, in general, do not converge.
EXAMPLE 1 (Euler). The equation x
2 u' = u -x has a unique formal power oo series solution = a 7 x 7 , where a 7 = (7 -1)!
7=1
During the last few years a special procedure called multisummability was developped to deal with divergent power series solutions of differential equations (Ecalle [E] , Balser [B] , Braaksma [Br] , Malgrange [M] ,...). Applying this procedure to the Euler equation x 2 u' = u -x we need first to compute the Borei transform Bù of its formal solution ù 00 ..
^(O-Er^C-1^ for
Kl < 1 and then analytically continue it to a function g(Q = l/(( -1) for ( / 1. Now we note that g is of exponential growth along any ray dg := {£ G C : argC = 0} with 0 < 6 < 2ir (in fact g is bounded on any d$). Next we compute the inverse to the Borei transform, which appears to be the Laplace
Cgg is defined in a sector S{6) := {x : | argx -6\ < TT/2}. Finally, gluing together Cgg with 0 < 0 < 2ir we get a function u defined in a sector S = {a; : -ir/2 < argx < 5ir/2}. The u is a solution of the Euler equation and u is the asymptotic expansion of u in S.
On the other hand, since for the Euler equation Afp lies below the characteristic level it is natural to look for its solutions in the form 0 0
7= -00 7= -00
Comparing both sides of 1 we find (7 -l)a7_i = a7 + a7_2 for 76%.
So we can fix arbitrarily ao = C. Putting a\ = a we find that, in general, both series Xl^Lo a i x ' i and S7=-oo a t xl are divergent. However they will converge for a very special choice of a/C = Ji(2)/Jo(2) (Jn -the Bessel function of order n), since the general solution is given by 00 00 , 1
In the paper we study the Cauchy problem 
'^Fiiil&k for7€ -N -
The u is a holomorphic function on B(r) \ {0} satisfying with some L < 00 and any f < r (10) |u(x)| < C(r r )exp{i/|x| /! } for 0 < |x| < r.
Conversely, if u 6 0{B(r) \ {0}) satisfies (10) then u is a Laurent series of order Gevrey k. Note here that the derivative and the primitive of u if C_i = 0 are also Laurent series of the same Gevrey order as u. On the other hand if Ui,i =1,2 are Laurent series of Gevrey orders = 1,2 then u\ • U2 is a Laurent series of Gevrey order k = max(«i, K2).
..,m},p 6 {0,.. .,q} be Laurent series of Gevrey order K. Then a sum m q
is called a Laurent type series of Gevrey order k . Note here that in the expression (11) p u can be replaced by p u + I with a fixed I € Z but the new C 7 = C M)Pi7 still satisfies (9).
The main result can be stated as follows. 
is a composition of operators satisfying any of the Cases l°-3°.

If f is a Laurent type series of Gevrey order k and radious of convergence r then every solution of Pu = / is a Laurent type series of Gevrey order max(«,«p) and radious of convergence r (up is the Katz invariant of P).
Before the proof let us observe that Case 4° is an immediate consequence of Cases 1° -3° since Kp l0 p 2 = max(/ip 1 ,Kp 2 ). Note also that by the properties of solutions of linear equations we can assume that with C 7 satisfying (9) and some q € No, g G C For the proof of Cases 2° and 3° we need to recall some facts about Laplace distributions and, the Taylor and Mellin transformations.
Laplace distributions
Let v € R U {-oo} and u6RU {oo}. The space w)(R) of Laplace distributions on R is defined ( [Z] we define
for Im z £ {Im p\,..., Imp m }, where the sum of Mfu (resp. Mju) is taken over /z € {l,...,m} with Im p^ < Im 2 (resp. Im p^ > Im z). 
In an analogous way we obtain Proof of Cases 2° and 3°. Let us consider a Cauchy problem (7) where / is given by (12) and 0 < t < r. Taking eventually x/t as an independent variable we can assume that t = 1 and r > 1. We shall solve (7) by the method of the Mellin transformation. We have (with (z)i defined by (5))
Thus, applying the Mellin transformation to (7) we obtain n-1 00 > 0, and over 1 < a < p < m otherwise. By the convergence of the series (2) and the definition of Wj,j 6 N (see (6)) we find that for any r < r there exists Mi = Mi(r) < 00 such that
